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Why Not Grow Your Own Fresh Herbs?You can learn how to do it indoors and outdoors so that

you have fresh herbs for your culinary use and for medicinal purposes as well.AND your bonus

is that you get some herb recipes included.Find out which are the most popular herbs, what to

use them for, how to store them through winter and so much more in "Growing Herbs: For

culinary or medicinal purposes, indoors, in winter, on windowsills, in pots or in the garden".For

more books on gardening and cooking visit the author website of Kaye Dennan at: Ebook

Tops.com/-/e/B00AVQ6KKM

From the AuthorGrowing Herbs: Indoors, in Pots, in the Garden, Herb Recipes And a Medicinal

List originated from the love of cooking with fresh herbs that I just enjoy so much.Cooking has

always been a love of mine and what I enjoy too is to be able to make quick easy healthy

meals for my family. As taste is very important I use a lot of fresh herbs and I thoroughly enjoy

just walking outdoors and picking my own. That is, if they are not growing on the windowsill

right in front of me. I always grow parsley, basil and mint in pots in the kitchen.About the

AuthorKaye Dennan has abackground in catering and that background created a very strong

interest ingrowing fresh food, most especially tomatoes and fresh herbs amongst

otherproduce.With such a stronginterest in cooking fresh, Kaye grew fresh herbs for her

business but when shewent to write this book Kaye approached Jason Wright to get his expert

adviceon herbs that she was not so familiar with.
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NoteDisclaimerThe information presented in this ebook represents the views of the publisher

as of the date of publication. The publisher reserves the rights to alter and update their

opinions based on information received. This ebook is for informational purposes only. The

author and the publisher do not accept any responsibilities for any liabilities resulting from the

use of this information. While every attempt has been made to verify the information provided

here, the author and the publisher cannot assume any responsibility for errors, inaccuracies or

omissions.Every effort has been made to accurately represent the information in this ebook

and its potential. Each individual's success depends on his or her background, dedication,

desire, and motivation. As with any gardening endeavor, there is an inherent risk of loss and

there is no guarantee that you will have the best of results. As written in this ebook by the

author, it can be trial and error for your growing conditions and local area that needs to be

undertaken in order to get the best from your efforts.Copyright © Kaye DennanKindle Edition

2013Manufactured in the United States of AmericaIntroductionPlants have been a source of

herbs from since the beginning of time and the Chinese excel in the use of herbs in their

cooking. Not only that they also have excellent skills at using herbs for medicinal

purposes.Today common herbs are most known for their culinary uses but that is

changing.There are though, many medicinal applications for herbs as well and as our society

turns more and more to herbs and natural medicines for cures herbs have taken on a whole

new meaning.Some of the best tasting foods are flavored with herbs. Diners often wonder how

a particular meal tastes so wonderful when often it can purely and simply be the correct

addition of herbs. In different cultures the lower classes usually used herbs to flavor the lesser

cuts of meat and fish. This way the same cuts could be used for different meals but with quite

a different flavor.I am sure you cook with herbs all the time. It is just part and parcel of our

culture and cooking today. What is becoming more and more popular is the fact that we like to

cook with and eat fresh herbs on an almost daily basis. This has developed a whole new hobby

of people growing their own herb gardens.Today home gardeners devote whole gardens to

growing herbs. Even the family cook can use a lot of herbs and so the gardens are usually

quite plentiful. An interesting fact about herbs is that different cultures tend to like different

flavors. In ancient times herbs were used for a lot for medicinal purposes and were traded as a

very valuable item. From the desire to have these aromatic and medicinal plants came many

trade routes. The demand for herbs opened many doors to different cultures.With the use of

herbs as a medicinal item, people who discovered certain plants made the body feel better,

more relaxed or in less pain, often needed to trade goods to be able to procure enough of a

certain herb. Chamomile as so many know, gives a calming effect, whereas most mints can

settle an upset stomach. For the longest time, herbs were the only medicines anyone knew

about. That stands to reason when you think that even if there were modern medicines

available every country had areas that did not have access to modern medicines on a daily

basis.With the onset of new medical practices, the use of herbs became less relied upon. In



some countries it even became illegal to practice the use of herbal medicine. Herbs were then

often considered substandard. Many people who had relied on herbs for healing were now

being accused of witchcraft.It was not until the 1960's and 1970's that herbs started making a

comeback. The use of herbs in the medicinal sense once again started to gain popularity.

Today people are realize that many illnesses are better treated with herbs rather than with

chemical medicines and homeopathy has taken a strong turn upwards with many wanting to

avoid medicine altogether. Even though there was so much interest in the medicinal herb the

use of herbs as a flavoring for food has never waned. Herbs make a delicious additive to

stews, salads, egg dishes, smoothies, desserts, in fact almost anything you can think of. For

delicious recipes with herbs included you can get from Ebook Tops.com/Kindle.Another aspect

of growing herbs that I love is that I can grow them with the children. By doing this they

understand that you can grow food and they also get to smell the herbs and learn so much

about growing plants. I let them go out and pick the leaves too as they have learnt what plant

is what. They really enjoy that.Did you realize that you can grow herbs ? With hydroponic

growing they grow three times as fast as the traditional methods and are very prolific. The one

drawback is that not everything is happy growing hydroponically so it would take a little bit of

trial and error, but in saying that most of herbs do grow hydroponically if set up correctly. A

very simple hydroponic system in a sealed box would suit most families’ herb requirements and

it does not take up very much room either.Benefits of Growing HerbsIf you have done any type

of cooking to any extent you will have realized how different an herb can make to the taste of

your dish. There is no doubt that most dishes taste better with a little salt, but did you realize

that another herb that is commonly used in the household, pepper is an herb. Most people do

not realize that.Pepper is a berry from the Piper Nigrum plant. Black and white peppers are

made from the same plant. The un-ripened berries are used for the black pepper while the red,

ripe ones are used for the white pepper.Along with the natural herb pepper, many other herbs

are used to create culinary masterpieces. Nutmeg, cloves, and cinnamon are common

varieties of herbs used in the kitchen. Sage, oregano, and basil are three more. As more and

more plants were discovered for their pungent flavor, people started making extraordinary

dishes. What would a roast beef sandwich be without horseradish? Try making a good

breakfast sausage when there is no sage around. Herb bread would just be bread if it were not

for the flavorful herbs on top. The fact that herbs do not have any calories or added salts, fatty

acids, cholesterol and other undesirable additives is the reason why so many people now wish

to use them for flavoring their dishes. They each have their own unique tastes and flavors and

can be used singularly or combined with other herbs to make a new flavor altogether.When

using herbs in cooking, it is important to remember a little goes a long way. Too much can

actually distract you from the natural flavor of the food. The entire concept of using herbs is to

highlight the natural flavors. Too much can overpower the food and result in a ruined

meal.Have you heard of an herb called STEVIA? Although stevia cannot be sold as a

sweetener for foods, it can be used to replace of sugar. One leaf alone can sweeten a glass of

lemonade! You can use this herb in sauces or salad dressings instead of sugar to cut down on

the calories.Many of the meat marinades on the market get their flavoring from natural herbs.

Other herbs flavor the meat when cooked with them.• You can use dill with lemon for fish.•

Saffron in your rice is always a good choice• Putting rosemary on a lamb roast

results in a mouth watering treat• Mint with lamb• Fennel seeds with pork• Dill

with eggsWith so many different herbs available there is something for every dish you

create.Having herbs in the kitchen is the desire for many cooks, from the novice cook to the

master chef. With the right blend of herbs you can make meat rubs, soup and stew bases,



flavor your tea or even create a new flavor of coffee.Location of an Herb GardenMost people

grow herbs so that they can pick them either for culinary use or for medicinal purposes. Today

more and more people are learning to cook with herbs and more and more people are using

natural remedies for a variety of reasons.Few actually grow herbs purely for their fragrance

which is in most cases very pleasant indeed.Given that herbs are plants that are used regularly

for various reasons it seems practical that they are grown where they are accessible most

hours of the day.I like to have a herb garden that looks good but most importantly it needs to

be accessible in most weathers.Given that, there are a number of things to consider when you

decide to plant an herb garden. Because most of the plants in this garden are going to be used

in the kitchen the best place to plant them, if possible would be near the kitchen.

Ebook Tops Reader, “Growing Herbs: Indoors, in Pots, in the Garden, Herb Recipes And a

Medicinal List (Lifestyle). Although I never do a written review I do feel I need to speak out on

this book. This is going to help me immensely as a person new to growing anything really. It

also gives info on storage for the winter, how to dry your herbs and some uses, recipes and

suggestions on medicinal uses. There are also some good reference links in the back of the

book. This book is definitely a win win for me esp as it cost me nothing. Thank you.”

Samuel L. Worley Jr., “cooking With Herbs. I download this to find if I have room in my small

apartment to grow a few herbs to enhance my meals. The result is today I ordered chive, basil

and thyme seed to give it a try.The authors wrote a very simple, entertaining book informing

me about herbs.”

William J. Fallon, “Nice Useful Book. I'd recommend this. Talks about lots of herbs and their

uses and how to grow them and includes recipes. Photos are nice. Not really well written in

spots but as long as the info is there I'd buy it.”

rozz 68, “purchased from Amazon for my kindle. Just as noted. Clear and concise. I can not

wait to start growing my herbs etc. I now understand the concept of "GREEN" we all must do

what we can. Also once we start with fresh herbs we will not need as much salt in our foods.”

LauraJ, “Great book about growing herbs.. Love it. I want to start an herb garden and this book

is very informative and just what I was looking for.”

T.L.Patterson, “Nice Book. I think this book is very informative and an enjoyable read. I like how

the author describes the ways her life is enriched by growing herbs.”

JD, “Herbs. I found this book very informative and can highly recommend it. It was interesting in

the fact that it covers a bit of everything”

G. thompson, “Five Stars. great!”

WoloshynEbook Tops Reader, “Four Stars. Excellent little book lots of info”

The book by Kaye Dennan has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 26 people have provided feedback.
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